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Magic of Observation 
Tonight’s Agenda

• The Power of Observation.

• Observing through your Eyes and your Hands.

• Be Where Your Dog Is.

• The Touch that Teaches.



Celebrate!



Start Here.
It’s important to observe your dog for 

a clear understanding and to know 
when there is a change.

The Power of Observation



•How does posture affect behavior?

The Power of Observation



•Why do Tension Patterns occur?

The Power of Observation



•How to identify Tension Patterns:

•Eyes-On Assessment and

•Hands-On Assessment.

The Power of Observation



•Posture.

•Eye, Expression, Ears.

•Mouth.

•Tail Placement.

Eyes-On Assessment



•Leg placement and stance.

•Muscling and symmetry.

•Balance and weight loading.

•Respiration.

Eyes-On Assessment



•Coat quality and texture.

•Movement quality.

•Lying down preferences.

•Response to touch.

Eyes-On Assessment



•Tension in head or 
ears or neck?

•Back: skin tight? skin 
twitching? 

•Tail: tight or loose? 
response to touch?

Hands-On Assessment



•Temperature: cool areas? hot areas?

•Muscles: tight, tense or spasms?

•Abdomen: tight? temperature?

Hands-On Assessment



•Feet: lightly connected to the ground 
or clenching?

•Mouth: dry, wet? lips tight, loose?

•Ears: temp? set? tension?

•Ears/Mouth: response to touch?

Hands-On Assessment



Be Where Your Dog Is.
Be present, Meet your dogs where 

they are right now.

Balanced Harmony with Your Heart 
and Your Hands



Collaborate WITH Your Dog.
Allow your dog to actively participate 

with you as you seek balance and 
harmony.

Balanced Harmony with Your Heart 
and Your Hands



The Touch that Teaches.
Little circles that activate the 

function of the cells and awaken 
cellular intelligence.

The Power of TTouch



Connect with 
your heart and 

your hands.

The Power of TTouch



How to TTouch

•Lightly curved fingers 
on your dog’s body.

•Push the skin in around 
the face of the clock for 
one and a quarter 
circles.



How to TTouch

•Support and connect 
with your dog with 
other hand.

•Maintain a steady 
rhythm.

•Remember to breathe.



Let’s Connect 
to Your Dog!

The Power of TTouch



Balance and Harmony

•What is your dog’s posture like in 
different situations?

•How does that change?



Balance and Harmony

•What is your dog’s head and ear set 
and natural expression?

•How does that change?



Balance and Harmony

•What is your dog’s tail set and 
natural expression?

•How does that change?



Balance and Harmony

•Does your dog have tension 
patterns?

•How does that change?



Balance and Harmony

•Where can you use TTouch to bring 
more balance, release tension, or 
influence posture?





Balance and Harmony

•What is Your Takeaway or Insight?
 
How will you implement?



Distractions and Dialog Loop 
Homework

1. Contemplate, Journal, Make a Plan.

2. Baby Steps. Implement Your Plan.

3. Learn from your dog. Adjust.

4. Share/Update (BPA Members)  


